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This is a great book for the collector or for a coffee table book - I enjoyed reading about the

evolution of her wardrobe. I collect Princess Diana Dolls from Franklin Mint and the clothes they

have made for her are the most known and recognized of her wardrobe.... some seamstresses that

also make clothes for this doll have to rely on books like this to replicate what she wore -- therefore

clothes / wardrobe books like this are always great for that purpose. I enjoy reading about the

process for the wardrobe - when, why, where..... she was great at creating clothes for the "job" and

kept in mind where she would be going and who she would be visiting. Her style changed so much

from the frilly clothes and gowns to the more tailored clothes she wore later... and of course, I still

miss seeing her..... most of us who collect Diana memorabilia do.

I love this book!!! I love the color photographs, the description of the dress, who designed the dress,

where did Diana wear the dress to!!! The book is gorgeous!!! The book is Huge!!! There are



photographs of Diana I,ve never seen. Excellent!!! Beautiful!!! I am glad I ordered this book!!!

THANKS

Great Book of priness Diana show the Priness in a better light then her Hushand Did Good Bless

Her in a Better world

QUICK DELIVERY AND A BEAUTIFUL BOOK!!

My wife loves this book it is one our favorite people. This is a worthy addition to the Princess Di

collections of books.

This book will not change your life, but if you like to look at pictures of Diana in her lovely clothes

looking lovely herself, this is a pretty volume, well designed and pleasant to browse through. The

text will not set the standard for the industry, however, so if you are looking for more in depth

reviews of her fashions or her biography, you could make a better choice.Bottom Line: It's a lovely

treat to spend an afternoon with this book if you're not interested in anything new or innovative.

Enjoy it for what it is, an attractive book about an attractive woman.

My husband presented me with this book when it was first released 10 years ago and I love it. It is

the best of my Diana collection. The photos are very high quality and the details of her clothes are

priceless. Great picture of the transformation from "Sloane Ranger" to "Sophisticated Princess". If

you are a "Diana Addict" as I am, don't hesitate to add this one to your collection. I love it.
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